MIS001 LONG JOHN Men
Sizes

46 ,48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60

Colors

black (BLA)

Overview:
The thickness of the neoprene as well as the upper and bottom finish were
chosen carefully to meet the need of each body area. Knee panels are
made of abrasion resistant and anti-slippery Tatex to help you stay on the
board when kneeling. Smooth skin on the chest panel limits evaporation in
the area and ads on insulation. The front zipper entry allows you to regulate temperature as well. If necessary it can unzip to ventilate your upper
body.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS001

body made of combination of 2,0 / 1,5 mm neoprene,
abrasion resistant kneepads made of Tatex

MISW01 LONG JOHN Women
Sizes

34, 36 , 38, 40, 42 , 44 , 46

Colors

black (BLA)

Overview:
Designed with the same purpose as the men’s version long john for
women features the same materials with the same functions. The pattern is
adjusted for women body type to fit comfortably yet tightly so the long
john fulfills its insulation function.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MISW001

body made of combination of 2,0 / 1,5 mm neoprene,
abrasion resistant kneepads made of Tatex

MIS002

HOODIE JACKET Men

Sizes

S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Colours

white (WHI)

black (BLA)

Overview:
This hoodie is made of coated fleece - material very popular among professional paddlers who are forced to train in a cold weather. The material is
waterproof so it can serve as rain coat that offers protection even in windy
conditions.
Technical specs:
Material

colors:

MIS002

Aqual - Polyester Fleece with PU coating

MIS003

SPAN - T long sleeve

Sizes
Colours

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
black (BLA) blue (BLU)

MIS004 SPAN - T short sleeve
Sizes
Colours

colors:

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
black (BLA) blue (BLU)

Overview:
The shirts are made of extremely elastic and soft neoprene. Fitted
construction provides enought insulation despite the neoprene being only
0.5 mm thin. Elasticity provides great comfort when paddling. The shirts
can be worn alone or as a base layer under long johns or paddle jacket.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS003 & MIS004

Neospan - 0,5 mm neoprene

MISW002 HOODIE JACKET Women
Sizes

S, M, L, XL

Colours

white (WHI)

black (BLA)

Overview:
Made of the same waterproof material as the men’s version this jacket is
great to wear both on the SUP and on the shore to protect against rain and
wind. Thanks to the fleece on the inside it is very comfortable to be worn
on skin.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MISW02

Aqual - Polyester Fleece with PU coating

MISW003
Sizes
Colours

SPAN - T long sleeve Women
S, M, L, XL
orange (ORA) cyan (CYA)

MISW004
Sizes
Colours

colors:

SPAN - T short sleeve Women
S, M, L, XL
orange (ORA) cyan (CYA)

Overview:
Made of the same material as the men’s version, theses models are
designed with respect to women’s curves so they fit the body nice and
tight. Highly elastic t-shirts are great to use in chilly waters. Very elastic
neoprene foam enables comfort when paddling.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MISW03 & MISW04

Neospan - 0,5 mm neoprene

MIS006 HIGH SHOES
Sizes
Colours

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
black (BLA)

MIS007 LOW SHOES
Sizes
Colours

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
black (BLA)

Overview:
colors:

Lower shoes offer protection when walking on the shore and keep your
toes warm when paddling. The circular finish seals the shoe around the
ankle so it does not slip off. and prevents excessive amounts of water from
getting inside the shoes when swimming.
Higher version serves to protect your ankles from breeze and cold water.
Two adjustment systems on the show allow you to fit the shoes comfortably and prevent them from slipping of in water.
Split toe on both versions helps to maintain a balance on the board.
Technical specs
Material

4 mm neoprene

colors:

MIS006 & MIS007

MIS008 SPAN GLOVES
Sizes
Colours

2XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
black (BLA)

Overview:
Made of extremely elastic neoprene the gloves are designed to provide
good feel in a grip. The gloves offer good protection in a cold weather and
prevent blisters. Special print on the palm has adhesive function and
prevents the paddle from twisting in your hand. Adjusting strap around
wrist keeps the water from getting inside of the glove.
Technical specs
Material

MIS008

Neospan - 0,5 mm neoprene

MIS013 SPLASH CAG
Sizes
Colours

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
blue (BLU)

Overview:
Made of super light waterproof fabric the cag can be used in rain on a
shore or when stand up paddling on flat water in windy and rainy conditions. Adjustable hood helps to protect even in strong wind. Long front
zipper eases the entrance and it serves as ventilation when needed. There
is a comfortable fleece on the inside of the collar offering more comfort
around your neck. The neoprene cuffs around wrists offer both insulation
and prevent water from entering the cag through sleeves. The waist is
adjustable using rubber cord.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS013

Nylon Ripstop, 150 g/m2, waterproof/breathable: 10.000
mm H2O/5.000 g/m2/24 hr

MIS014 SPLASH PANTS
Sizes
Colours

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
blue (BLU)

Overivew:
Made of light ripstop fabric these pants complement the MIS014 - offering
protection in light wind and rain. They are equiped with neoprene waist
that helps to prevent water from seaping inside the pants and also it keeps
the senstive part of lower back warm..
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS014

Nylon Ripstop, 150 g/m2, waterproof/breathable: 10.000
mm H2O/5.000 g/m2/24 hr

MIS017 BASIC PFD
Sizes
Colours

XS, S/M, L/XL, 2XL
blue (BLU), red (RED)

Overview:
This basic buoyancy aid is equipped with two pairs of tightening straps on
the side and rubber cord to tighten the jacket in the bottom so it does not
slide up. Pliable foam wraps nicely around the body.
It meets the ISO standards - 12402-5.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS017

Nylon 210 Oxford, inside PE floating foam

MIS018 RACE PFD
Sizes
Colours

XS, S/M, L/XL
blue (BLU), red (RED)

Overview:
This PFD has been developed for top level racing. Its construction allows
free movement thanks to deeply cut elastic shoulder panels. This model is
the most popular PFD in water slalom and it provides paddler with great
comfort with no restrains in movement.
The PFD meets ISO 12402-5 and it is accredited by the International Canoe
Federation.
Technical specs:
Material

colors:

MIS018

Nylon 210 Oxford, inside COREX/PE floating foam

MIS019 TOP PFD
Sizes
Colours

XS, S/M, L/XL
blue (BLU), cyan (CYA)

Overview:
Built on a construction of MIS018 this PFD offers great comfort in when
paddling. 4 additional pockets in the front and pocket for camel bag in the
back make this product suitable for long runs without a break.
The PFD meets ISO 12402-5 and it is accredited by the International Canoe
Federation.
Technical specs:
Material

colors:

MIS019

Nylon 210 Oxford, inside COREX/PE floating foam

MIS020 PADDLE LEASH
Colours

blue (BLU), red (RED)

Overview:
This little thing comes handy when you need to put you paddle out of your
hand and you do not want to lose it. Inside the bag there is twisted rubber
cord. On the end of the cord there is a velcro loop that can be wrapped
around the paddle bar. Hooking the bag to part of your clothing you
prevent the paddle just float away.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS020

Coiled rubber rope

MIS021 THROW LINE
Size

25 m

Overview:
When you get in a situation on a river especially when you need to pull out
a person from the water throwline will come handy. This throwline has 25
m long rope that floats coiled up inside. Thanks to the bag’s construction
the rope unwinds easily when thrown.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS021

Floating polypropylene line 10 mm diameter

MIS023 KIDS PFD
Sizes
Colours

1, 2, 3
orange (ORA)

Overview:
Life jacket is designed for children. Safety colar keeps the head of a child
above water. Two horizontal straps allow adjustment around the body and
one strap running in between legs prevents the life jacket from sliding up.
Safety reflexive straps increase visibility. The life jacket is equipped with
safety plastic whistle.
It meets standard ISO-12402-4
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS023

Polyester 150D, inside PE floating foam

MIS025 SPLASH CAG Kids
Sizes
Colours

88, 116, 130
blue (BLU)

Overview:
Constrcuted from light ripstop material the jacket is designed to protect
the child from light breeze and rain. Neoprene v-neck is adjustable allowing comfortbale entrance; properly tightened it keeps splashing water out
of the cag. Neoprene culfs around wrists are adjustable through velcro
system. They prevent excessive amounts of water from slipping up the
sleeves.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS025

Nylon Ripstop, 150 g/m2, waterproof/breathable: 10.000
mm H2O/5.000 g/m2/24 hr

MIS026 SPLASH PANTS Kids
Sizes
Colours

88, 116, 130
blue (BLU)

Overiew:
Complementing the cag the pants are made from the same material as
MIS025. They can be tighten around the waist using elastic cord. Elastic
shoulder straps are adjustable as well. The pants are equipped with a
zipper pocket.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS026

Nylon Ripstop, 150 g/m2, waterproof/breathable: 10.000
mm H2O/5.000 g/m2/24 hr

MIS027 RACE CAG
Sizes
Colours

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
white (WHI) black (BLA)

Overview:
Constructed from light and elastic fabric this cag was originally desingend
for top waterslaom racers. Thanks to the flexibility the material offers it
does not restrain movement and it became popular among freestylest as
well. This cag is great to use when racing in cold weather or whenever your
priority is peformance. The zipper in the front has a ventilation purposes zipped up going against the wind and zipped down going with it you can
regulate the temperature.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MIS027

Nylon Flex, 135 g/m2, waterproof/breathable: 10.000 mm
H2O/5.000 g/m2/24 hr

MIS031 SOCKS 5 mm
Sizes
Colours

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
black (BLA)

Overview:
The socks are made of 5 mm neoprene offering extreme insulation. The
bottom is protected with Tatex that offers both protection against abrassion and helps to keep your feet on the bord thanks to it antislipery effect.
Neoprene socks are great to use when you want to keep your feet warm
and maintain a good contact with a board.
Technical specs:
Material

colors:

MIS031

5 mm neoprene

MIS009 SPAN SHORTS
Sizes
Colours

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
black (BLA) blue (BLU)

MIS029 SPAN PANTS
Sizes
Colours

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
black (BLA)

Overview:
The shorts and pants complement the line of shirts - MIS003/MIS004. They
are made of the same elastic neoprene. The can be worn separately or as a
base layer under board shorts or pants.Thanks to the elasticity of the
neoprene both products are very comfortable to wear and fit nicely on
various body types.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

colors:

MIS009 & MIS029

Neospan - 0,5 mm neoprene

MIS015

BLAKE VEST Men

Sizes

S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Colours

white (WHI)

black (BLA)

Overview:
Made of coated fleece material this vest is waterproof. It keeps your back
warm while your arms are free to move. The zipper allows quick manipulation. It is great to use for warm up before a race or just as basic protection
against wind.
Technical specs:
Material

colors:

MIS015

Aqual, Polyester Fleece with PU coating

MISW015 HOODIE JACKET Women
Sizes

S, M, L, XL

Colours

white (WHI)

black (BLA)

Overview:
Same qualities as the men’s version but designed for women. Protect your
back against cold while keeping your arms free to paddle. Taped seams
provide maximum waterproofness. Fleece on the inside offers pleasent
touch even on a bare sking and increases insulation.
Technical specs
Material

colors:

MISW015

Aqual, Polyester Fleece with PU coating

MISW30
Sizes
Colours

SPAN BRA
S, M, L, XL
black (BLA)

MISW09
Sizes
Colours

colors:

orange (ORA)

SPAN SHORTS
S, M, L, XL
black (BLA)

cyan (CYA)

SMISW28 SPAN CAPRIS
Sizes
Colours

S, M, L, XL,
black (BLA)

cyan (CYA)

Overview:
This performance oriented set for woment is made of the same extremely
flexible neoprene as the rest of the SPAN collection. Modern cut provides
free movement and good look.
Technical specs
colors:

Material

Neospan - 0,5 mm neoprene

MISW09 & MISW28 & MISW30

